INTRODUCTION – OREGON IN THE NATIONAL CONTEXT (Read Takings History Article)

STATE PLANNING STRUCTURE – SBs 10 and 100, LCDC, DLCD and ADVISORY COMMITTEES; GOAL AND RULE MAKING. (Read SBs 10 and 100, ORS ch. 197 and U of Oregon Symposium Article)

THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND POST ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROCESSES; PERIODIC REVIEW; MEASURES 56, 37 AND 49 (Read Measure 37 Article -- “Year Zero”)

THE GOALS – PROCESS GOALS (1-2); EXCEPTIONS (Read these Goals and OAR 660, Div. 004)

THE GOALS – CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, AND ENVIRONMENT (3-8 and 13) (Read these Goals, ORS 195.120-.125 and .250 and .260. and OAR 660, Divs. 006, 023 and 033 and “Long and Winding Road”)

THE GOALS – COASTAL AND GREENWAY (15-19) (Read these Goals and OAR 660, Div. 016, 017, and 020) MID-TERM

THE GOALS – URBAN AREAS (9-12 and 14) (Read these Goals, OAR 660, Divs. 007, 008, 009, 012 and 022 and Cudgels Article)

THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS (Read ORS 197.805-.850 and “Reviewing the Reviewer Article”)

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS – CITIES AND COUNTIES; URBAN AND RURAL RESERVES (Read ORS chs. 215 and 227; ORS 197.195, 197.360-.380, 197.763 and 197.796; OAR 660-027)

METRO, SPECIAL DISTRICTS, STATE AGENCY COORDINATION, THE COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE, AND REGIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING (Read ORS chs. 195, and ORS 268.300-.310 and .347 TO .393, ORS 196.105-.165, ORS 197.180, and ORS 197.652-.656)

FINAL EXAMINATION

Course Materials: Contained in CD-ROM